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documentation   reader

Quick full text search in large documents

High- performance view of large documents 
in the browser without previous download

Highlighting hits in the original view

Automated generating indices

Search and navigation in the original document

Automated Linking

No plug-in (Flash, Active-X, Java, etc.) necessary

Documents can be read directly in the browser
in original layout

Indexing and generating previews

Generating automatically links within documents, 
even across files

Generating automatically links according to 
set individual rules

Runs as independent tool or as document viewer 
within inter:gator Enterprise Search

Supporting wildcard characters (* and ?) 
as well as phrases

Analysing indices, footnotes, references, 
file links and much more

Creating internal and external hyperlinks

Supporting a lot of document-types like 
pdf-Documents and Office- Documents

The inter:gator Documentation Reader  makes it easier to find 
text passages within large documents and links relevant 
information across files without the need of downloading 
documents.

An intuitive use of the inter:gator Documentation Reader 
leads you quickly and  efficiently to the searched content.

The Documentation Reader works without plug-in 
installations and runs in all traditional browsers without 
plug-ins like Flash, Active- X or Java.

Indexing documents is carried out according to prior set rules 
and automatically generates links optionally within a 
document or even across documents.

Application areas:
 Enterprise Search
 Research in technical documentation
 Online presentation of documents

The search within documents supports wildcard characters 
(* and ?) as well as the search for phrases. You can navigate 
through the document by the index, an input field and a table 
of search items beside the text. The inter:gator  
Documentation Reader is an independent tool or functions as 
part of the inter:gator Enterprise Search solution.


